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THE DEVIL MADE ME DRAW IT

Satyrs and Demons and Fauns! Oh My!

Since one of the Foundation's goals is to increase the public's awareness of the
splendiferous variety of sexual expression in art, any article which focuses on the
strangely persistent imagery of horned, tailed, hoofed (and hung) men in ancient and
modern erotic art might seem counterproductive, but my point is exactly that: great
variety is found in erotic art even when we focus on a single image.

This particular image has many names: Lucifer, Pan, Priapus, devil, demon, satyr, faun.
He also holds many titles: Prince of Darkness, the Horned God, the Lord of the
Animals.



The power of this curious composite creature to
arouse us goes so far back in time that the earliest images of him are not
even human, at least not homo sapiens sapiens, but homo sapiens
cromagnon, who was the first to leave behind drawings and carvings of
the Horned God. Cro-Magnon artists were not creating those images
from their imagination. They took them from life, recording fellow
tribesmen performing rites held by flickering light in the bowels of
caverns, the rites from which religion and theater have both sprung.

At right, One of Olaf's hottest demons.

Were they orgies as well? I like to think so. I imagine Stone Age
Hunters after a feast, sweat-streaked bodies adorned with all the inedible
pieces, horns and claws and tails, dancing and chanting themselves into a
frenzy, rutting with one another before emerging from the dark to
terrorize the children and fertilize the women, all in the name of the god of
fecundity, of prosperity, of sex.

Young and old, male and female, artists of all types have drawn similar images with great diversity. Center: the
Hun. Right: Wayne, from LA Gay Gourmet. Left: Christine Kessler (of Bud Cockerham).

Such orgiastic sex, though symbolized by attributes



Such orgiastic sex, though symbolized by attributes
of animals, is far from animalistic. Only humans
have orgies and the devil is the symbol for that sort
of sex, sex which is performed for its own sake, sex
for the mind's sake, in other words, human sex.

Artists have a reputation for being sexually daring,
although many of them haven't done a thing to
deserve it. Still, the word was frequently a
euphemism for being sexually different -- "Oh, well,
he is artistic, don't you know."

Perhaps that is why so many artists, particularly
those who do feel they are different, are attracted to
the creation of naked figures adorned with animal
elements. Phallic horns and tails are visible signs of
someone who is otherwise invisibly different. A
difference which is to be deplored in polite
company, but later, when no one else is around ...

When speaking of satyrs in erotic art, Olaf is the first
name to spring to mind, for he has been drawing
satyrs, dark and bright, for nearly twenty years.
"The first was when John Embry commissioned me
to do a poster for his magazine's (Drummer's)
Saturnalia Ball in San Francisco. That got me
researching Greek amphorae and I found satyrs
everywhere on those vases, doing just about
everything to men and boys." A note of ambiguity
creeps into Olaf's voice when he talks of his satyrs.
It's not clear if he feels they are good or evil, maybe
because a few days before that 1978 Saturnalia Ball,
Dan White murdered Harvey Milk. The Ball was
canceled and Olaf's poster became a symbol of the
saturnalia that ended before it began.



The parallel between those demi-gods of wild indulgence and
gay men after Stonewall is a blatant one and many other artists
have turned to it. The Hun mixes Greek and Hebrew tradition
to produce a faun David who beheads a satyr Goliath (Dad?).
Christine Kessler's devil stares up at you through a romantic
haze which could be bathhouse steam or could be one's own
tears. Michael Manning's (Below Left) crisply frenetic comic
book style combines unexpectedly-successful matings of
human and animal, (such as a horse-woman who's as
gracefully bashful as a gazelle) and captures both nightmare
and wet dream, frequently in the same panel.

Original work by Olaf at right is currently ranging from $1500
to $2500. For availability of his or any work call Valentine at
213.250.1685.

But it is Olaf who has the
most to say, both positive
and negative, about the men
and boys with hooves and
horns, even after AIDS
divided us all into positive
and negative and his satyrs
became more demon than
faun. Today, increasingly crippled by diseases, he sees the darkest side of
all, literally. "It's not just the arthritis. I'm also going blind. I don't know if I
will ever be able to do work like that again."

Nevertheless, despite the afflictions attacking both his community and his
body, the latest satyr in the Foundation's archive of his work is a calmly
triumphant being. Olaf has lovingly mixed man, beast, and god to draw a

symbol of himself, the artist, standing proudly priapic in the face of Fate.

- F. Valentine Hooven, III



on an individual fee basis ($30.00 for the Saturday dinner, etc.). Not least, that weekend will see corollary
events sponsored by other groups. For instance, the Tom of Finland Company will have a Hun X-travaganza
party, exhibit, and book signing - to introduce Bill Schmeling's new `Hun' book.

All in all, this first Members' Weekend promises to be a weekend no erotica lover will want to miss.

LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
On Sunday, July 9, the board of directors of the Foundation held a full-day retreat where we brainstormed
long-range ideas and goals which we want to see achieved in the course of the next five years. I would like to
pass them on to you as a member of our worldwide family of erotica so you too can be included in our shared
five-year vision of the goals of the Foundation.

Not too surprisingly, a major focus was on our future in cyberspace. We will have the archives on CD-ROM,
and also make that available to you to purchase for your home computer within five years. We will need to
upgrade our computer system to achieve that, however.

Now that we are no longer totally alone in the field of erotic art, we want to build a closer relationship with
other institutes and organizations that specialize in erotica (e.g. the Kinsey Institute), to expand our connection
with the hetero-erotic community, and to add an advisory board of individuals who can increase our contacts
and raise our profile across a broad spectrum.

We are expanding our plans for exposing the erotic art in our collection to the public. Our first goal is an
American tour featuring Tom's work plus other artists from the archive, as well as borrowed works owned by
artists and collectors. We intend to present this exhibition in at least half a dozen American cities, at public
facilities and museums for the widest exposure. Give us your input on places you'd like to see this show.

We also talked about fund-raising: the need to continue to put out the message that the Foundation requires
both the short-run support of donations and memberships as well as long-range in-depth
support through inheritance and grants. We must reach everyone who favors and supports the
existence of a museum of erotica if we are going to make the museum a reality in the present day and not just a
`someday' vision. We need to tap into any source, individual, corporate or institutional, that might provide
grant money for the Foundation's many projects and services. Got any ideas? Please let us know your
thoughts about our direction for the next five years.

Speaking of cyberspace, our World Wide Web site is under construction. It should be available by our next
newsletter with an E-mail address. For now, you can check out the Company's merchandise at
http://eroticarts.inter.net/eroticarts/ and E-Mail your order to tomfound@earthlink.net so get them
keyboards smokin'.

Finally, a word to you out-of-towners: I do hope as many of you as possible will attend our members
weekend on November 10, 11, and 12 of this year. We are planning for it to be an intimate and personal
experience to deepen our relationship with you, our extended family. So please read the information within this
newsletter and get in touch with us about how we can assist you with accommodations.

Sincerely,
Durk Dehner

ANIMATING TOM
by Chuck Way - Tom of Finland Foundation Computer Consultant



If Tom were a young man today, he would probably be a computer animator working in the daytime for
Disney, but at night...

 

We frequently get suggestions from our members and friends on what the Foundation could do with Tom's
art. One of the most frequent is to make an animated story using Tom's images. This is a good idea. Many of
his stories lend themselves to this form. Even in his drawings that were not part of a series, the viewer can tell
what has happened and what is going to happen next. Unfortunately, equipment to create such animation is
well beyond our current budget.

But a primary objective of the Foundation is a move in that direction, on a less ambitious (and expensive) scale
-- having on CD- ROM a complete record of the work not only of Tom of Finland but also of many other
major gay and non-gay artists. This will be available to art institutions, colleges, museums and other archives
for use and reference.

Our present equipment allows us to handle correspondence, track members and catalog art, but we require
much more sophisticated hardware and software to reach even our primary goal. The Foundation is made up
primarily of volunteers who also have full- time jobs. We would like to spend more time fulfilling dreams, but
the reality is we scarcely have the resources for the day-to-day business. Any volunteer with knowledge in
computer graphics would be very appreciated.

But high technology is beginning to make many more things feasible at the Foundation and, as we begin to
complete our original objectives, new ones will take their place. With ever-lower computer costs, who knows?
We may yet see animated Tom stories, pleasing all us fans and generating a new source of income for our
Foundation!

AL URBAN, JR.
by William S. Doan

ART DECO EXPERIMENTERS



Al Urban, Jr., and his better-known contemporary, George Platt
Lynnes, began their careers almost simultaneously as advertising
photographers for large New York department stores, in the early
1930s. Each man was fascinated by the body and both knew
something of art history; Lynnes was attracted to the modern
Surrealist movement, while Urban preferred classical sculpture
and the work of Rodin. Lynnes hid his homoerotic photography
far from the general public, sharing them only with a small group
of friends, but Urban, proud of his nude male images and
holding them to be "masterpieces" depicting "perfect men,"
advertised in widely distributed physical culture magazines.

Urban's first portfolio, "David Asnis - Modern Apollo," (1937) a
group of nude studies of his friend and training partner, a
professional model, was popular enough to warrant publication
of a second portfolio, featuring model Ivan Baron. Vintage prints
of these studies are among the rarest images of the undraped male
figure in the 20th century.

In 1939, Urban himself
was photographed (nude,
of course) by the great
Pictorialist artist, F. F.

Townsend, whose images of Tony Sansone inspired a generation of
physique photographers. Townsend's portrait of Urban was published in
Strength & Health magazine over a caption identifying him as a "famous
photographer." The following year, Urban designed lighting for the
AAU Mr. America contest and wrote an article for the program book
describing his concept of the ideal male body.

COLD WAR SUBVERSIVES

The Second World War wrought many changes in American society.
Censorship and loss of privacy of every kind were justified in the name
of national security and the war effort. When the "hot" war stopped and
the Cold War began, a wave of socio-political paranoia swept America.
Urban became a victim of those who equated eroticism with
"subversion."

Beginning in 1947, he was repeatedly prosecuted - for the same pictures - until, by 1960, he had no more
money for judicial appeals and was sent to prison.

Released after three months, Urban tried to restart his career, moving to the West Coast, where he became
Urban of Hollywood.



By 1966, the U.S. Supreme Court had thrown out most censorship laws,
but the change came too late for Al Urban. His carefully posed and
lighted nudes, once considered so daring and dangerous, were out of
fashion; the large format cameras he used produced only a few pictures in
lengthy studio sessions, while his competitors, using smaller and lighter
equipment could take hundreds of shots in any location during the same
amount of time. Moreover, Urban was not interested in producing the
explicitly sexual images which flooded the market once censorship ended.
The death of his beloved mother and his fruitless lawsuits against her
doctor began a decline into poverty, mental illness, and anonymity.

SURVIVAL OF A TRAGIC MASTER

Prior to his departure for California, in the mid-1960s, Urban entrusted
all his remaining prints and negatives to his friend, Dominic X. Mondella
who, for decades, protected the precious archive, hiding its existence
even from his family.

Unfortunately, the faithful Dominic hid the knowledge of the trove of pictures
even from researchers who wanted only to restore and admire them, claiming that
he no longer knew the whereabouts of the Urban archive. Mondella died a few
months after Al Urban, in 1992. Only after his death did the Urban treasure
literally emerge from Dominic's closet.

In 1993, I purchased the entire collection of vintage prints and negatives,
inventoried them, began conservation and arranged for publication of some of the
rarest and most interesting images as a series of fourteen cards, printed and
distributed by Doug Mitchell's Soho Gallery. After decades of virtual darkness,
Urban's work has come into the light once more. Ironically, the heirs Dominic
feared might destroy the pictures asked that the collection be named in his honor
as a tribute to his loyalty to the work of his photographer friend. I was delighted
to comply with their wish.

The career of master photographer Al Urban, Jr., is a sad reminder of
the price others have paid for the degree of intellectual freedom and
artistic expression we now enjoy. It also demonstrates how quickly those
freedoms may be lost and how difficult they are to reclaim.

Though his classic shots of classic poses sometimes veered into classic camp (Jack
Gallagher Topmost Right), Al influenced the course of modern photography, partly
through his skill (Above left: Arthur Harris circa 1950) but also because, a decade
before anyone else, he had the courage to insist that a naked man was beautiful (Right:
Henry Karczewski circa 1946).

William S. Doan, director of the Doan Family Collection, a major archive of
photographic art, is co-author of Photoflexion the handsome pioneering history of



He did a few Roman scenes but they were commission work. History didn't matter to Tom because the male
body was his sole subject; backgrounds are kept to a few generic elements, a tree, a brick wall. No
half-human/half-animals -- even whole animals are rare in his work.

Right 1978, delightfully twisted final panel to one of Tom's little - known tales.

But here are a few, culled from the
archives.

1961. This and below lower
right are among the first
published drawings
commissioned by AMG.

Left, 1984, commission done
for one of our long-term
volunteers.



Left, circa 1970, the delightfully
twisted opening panel to Jack in
the Jungle

Right, 1961 drawing
commissioned by AMG.

ROBERT KALAFUT......artist profile
by JUSTICE HOWARD 

When asked my favorite artists, Robert Kalafut's name is
always among them. Since there are only five of them, it is
an elite group. Well, Robert is an elite artist, having shown
in 1989 with Herb Ritts and Robert Mapplethorpe in a show
entitled "Censorship" at the La Couturier Gallery.

His recent work shows his obsession with body piercing and
tattooing. The rings and pins pushing through flesh are
sometimes rough, sometimes gentle, as if to show sexual
penetration as a mix of both pain and pleasure. The tattooing
shows permanence of idea, while the piercing bares the
temporary pleasure of pain. The model Robert uses for his
large painted penises is his own throbbing member, an
inspiration to his art for years, continuously exciting him as
he puts it down on canvas. As well as putting his heart and
soul into his paintings he also puts his semen into the paint --
yeah -- an addition he feels is a personal touch which adds a
little bit of the artist to each work of art.

Robert usually paints in `series.' He'll paint 20 erotic images
all in the color green -- green cracking marble skin with huge
green dicks attached, green shards of glass piercing through
green marbleized skin, green spikes penetrating large penile



green marbleized skin, green spikes penetrating large penile
members -- you get the picture. After he gets tired of green,
he switches to red, or blue. I hear that, as you read this, he is
working on the purples.

His constant obsession with sex and erotica drive Robert to
experience everything he can, which he then transfers onto
canvas. As with most artists, he does experience some
blocking. unlike many, however, he has a certain modus
operandi to get things flowing again. Dressed in full leathers,
astraddle his Harley Davidson, he searches the bondage
clubs and gay bars for inspiration. Sitting stealthily in an
unobtrusive corner, he makes mental notes, absorbing new
inspiration.

Next time you're dancing it up on Santa Monica, you may
see him if you look. Is that him sitting unpretentiously in the
far corner? Black leathers and wraparound Armani shades?
You'll recognize him as the man from your deepest darkest
fantasies. You'll know him by the bulge in his crotch.

For further information on the availability of Robert
Kalafut's work, call 310.543.3818.

Two oil paintings from the Blue Period
of ROBERT KALAFUT: Above is an untitled
piece, now in the collection of the author
Howard. Below is a smaller, also untitled
work. KALAFUT's dark purple aura shows
through whatever color he happens to be
painting with, giving every work a
dangerously
erotic quality It comes as no surprise that his
favorite design element for both personal
apparel
and interior decor is the skull.

JUSTICE HOWARD is less well known as an interviewer than as
an in- your-face photographer who loves to cause a stir and did
exactly that in an earlier Dispatch left, she shows why she is one
of Easy Rider's favorite photographers with this shot of artist
KALAFUT and his best friend.

SEX AND HUMOR



Left - the Foundation's one and only original Donelan, whose
work, like that of RoIf Koenig in Germany, gleefully mixes sex
and humor in a recipe as old as Aristophanes' Lysistrata This
watercolor and ink work was part of a donation from the estate of
the Advocate's original publisher Robert McQueen.

HISTORIC EROTIC ART EXHIBITION
San Francisco - A four-star exhibition of historic works of erotic art for sale will be at the Victorian Room in
San Francisco Sept. 21- 25. Headlined by the murals done by Etienne for the legendary Goldcoast Bar in
Chicago, the exhibit is timed to catch the attention of the crowds in the City for the Drummer Contest, Fetish
Ball, and Folsom Street Fair, with a reception on the evening of the 21st.

Mounted by Hudson, proprietor of Feature, one of New York's most prominent erotic art galleries, the show
also includes 8 Tom of Finland drawings as well as work by Bastille, Martin of Holland and others. The
gallery has kindly allowed the Foundation to man a table offering info and memberships during the event. Any
Bay Area fans willing to volunteer to help out, call Valentine at Foundation headquarters.

TORONTO EXHIBIT
Although the Tom of Finland exhibition planned in conjunction with the Queer Culture festivities in Toronto
last May was postponed, Tom's fan Melinda Ramsey has not allowed this to deter her. "We tried to do too
much too quickly, but I'm determined to see his work on display here, hopefully both Foundation - and
Canadian - owned works side by side."



At right is a cowboy by Matt, the New Orleans artist popular with the readers of
FirstHand, Guys, etc., which he did especially as a tribute to Tom and donated
to the Foundation. Many artists -- Valentine, John Stuart Wharam, Beau --
support the Foundation with donated art when they cannot afford to give
money. The smartest artists -- particularly Advocate Men's Beau (an article on
him is planned for the Fall issue) -- donate more than original work. They take
the time and make the effort to assure that a comprehensive file exists on them
and their career, knowing that publishers and collectors, even TV documentary
makers and rock album cover designers are accessing the Foundation's archives
to look for fresh material. Their generosity frequently rebounds in their favor.
By helping the Foundation, they help themselves.

'93 CONTEST CATALOG
The long-awaited and oft-announced catalog of the 1993 First Emerging Erotic Artist Contest will emerge from
the printers sometime in August. It will show virtually all 117 entries to the inaugural year's contest including
all ten winning works of art.

The catalog was delayed twice because the Foundation could not meet the expenses involved in having it
printed. In fact, to make the operation affordable, the original plans to print the 47 color entries in color had to
be scrapped and the editor, F. Valentine Hooven, Ill, cut back the pages from 64 to 56.

EROTIC GALLERY MAJOR SUCCESS

The first mailing of the Foundation's latest undertaking for the benefit of artists, collectors, and the
Foundation's museum fund went out the last weekend of June, consisting of five pages featuring a
biography of the Hun (Bill Schmeling) and beautifully laser-copied images. The 24 works for sale,
drawings, paintings, and photographs, are by Tom of Finland, Tom Bianchi, Beau, Victor Arimondi,
Justice Howard, Valentine, Bruce of LA, Olaf, Teddy of Paris, Myles Antony, Flex and Bois, as well as 6
works by the featured 'Hun'.

Five of the works have already sold
but the rest, including all six of the
photographs, are still on the block. If
you are interested in browsing,
subscribe now ($15 USA and Canada
or $20 elsewhere) to see this mailing
plus the next two, slated for
November and March. Still available:
left, Bruce of LA and right, Rex.
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